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DID YOU KNOW?

REBRANDING

AFRICA

P R E FA C E
WA R I D I S C H R O B S D O R F F

“How do you expect to encourage the young creative minds of
Africa when it is such a vast continent?” The first time I was
asked this question by a journalist, I was sitting in the Lodenfrey department store in Munich. It seemed like an impossible
undertaking. Africa has over 50 countries, around 2000 spoken
languages and more than 3000 tribes with their own distinct
and vibrant culture. With an inner smile, I remembered the
words of Nelson Mandela: “It always seems impossible until
it is done”.
The title of the book is the Swahili word for style, MTINDO.
Mtindo can also mean the way one moves or the way one
projects himself or herself. Fundamentally, this book highlights
how the creative minds of Africa are embracing and acknowledging the continent’s progress as regards style. Africa is rising.
I have chosen the ten personalities featured in the book from the
country of my birth, Kenya, as a representative sample of the
creative young generation who is eager to bring change and
make a difference to rebrand Africa’s future. The advancement
of technology and social media platforms in Kenya has created a
conducive environment for these Style Movers to thrive in their
chosen fields.

My ambition is to use my experience and knowledge to promote
this mission, this “Rebranding Africa” which has always been
my aim. The truth is that through fashion and art you can actually open minds and ultimately change them in a positive way. I
believe in what we are doing, and that we are making it possible
to show the other side of the coin; rediscovering Africa and getting people curious to understand why Africa is the future.
The Style Movers featured here are strong characters; telling
their own exceptional stories. Let’s have a creative dialogue
together, with our eyes, ideas and aspirations. Our work will
encourage the young generation to believe in themselves. We are
looking at Africa with modern eyes to expose the existing new
drive of creative minds, who are ready to change and build their
continent; they are rebranding Africa by exploiting its strengths
and opportunities.
We are just doing a small part within the global political movement of changing minds.

Waridi Schrobsdorff
I left Kenya 28 years ago as a young, nomad girl from a muslim
background, with the goal of achieving a career in the fashion industry and make a difference as a woman. I followed this dream,
which brought me to where I am today. Through my fashion
career and life of travelling, I networked with artists and designers on the international scene. My thirst to rediscover my roots
awakened my desire to express and communicate where African
heritage meets modernity. I have worked with Daniele Tamagni,
who, with his love of Africa, uses his pictures to express the
raw, yet fresh and modern progress of this land. I am proud of
our shared understanding of the vibrant and blossoming future
of this continent; becoming the giant that it is certain to be.
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STEPHAN ERFURT

Daniele has a unique combination of fashion and documentary
photography technique which brings people’s stories, with their
personal way of expressing themselves, to an international level
of attention, sometimes all the way to the most famous fashion
platforms. British designer Paul Smith got so inspired by Daniele’s work in Congo Brazzaville, that he decided to bring Le
Sapeur style from the streets of Brazzaville to London Fashion
Week.
Gentlemen of Bacongo is the project that perfectly represents
his unique power of transforming unknown people, making
them become a fashion trend, worldwide. The “cool hunter”
photographer – as he is often defined.
In MTINDO, Daniele provides another example of how style
can become a major movement, documenting a new generation
of African creative leaders and immediately transforming them
into a compelling image.
In this book you will find a “trendy Africa”, which, thanks to
Daniele’s avant-guarde work, has already been the subject of a
world photographic exhibition tour, from Nairobi to Berlin and
from Berlin to the rest of the world.

Stephan Erfurt
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D E D I C AT E D
TO GERMANY

TREND
MOVERS

African Designers
for Tomorrow

Nairobi is nowadays considered one of the most attractive
capitals of the African continent.
Known as the hub of East Africa, the city has become one of
the most important centres for both local and international actors. In the last decade, the city of over three million inhabitants
has given space to modernity, progress and investment, where
new economies are opening up in the most unexpected milieus.
Also often known for its contradictions, it has today become a
major home for international artists and young creative entrepreneurs. Traditions and cultural heritage have been mixed
with the new ferment that characterises the most expressive
scenes of the capital. Artists, musicians, filmmakers and cultural
agents are redesigning the concept of modernity into new spaces
in the city, which are totally contemporary, innovative
and influenced by an international style.
These spaces range from new luxury hotels to trendy artistic
roofs in industrial areas where emerging artists meet to share
art, discuss new environments for setting up forthcoming
events, or rehearse on the 19th floor of the headquarters of the
most listened-to radio station in the country, surrounded by the
skyline of the city, under the blue sky of Nairobi – the New York
of Africa.

21

African fashion is raw, rich, positive,
and alive. It is the work of designers
incorporating their tradition in what they do.
We see it as one of the best vehicles
for the diffusion of the underlying stories
of the continent.

36

It is time to rebrand Africa, to showcase
her and her people for what they really
are, and that is driven, intelligent, chic,
creative, adept, unstoppable, artful,
the future. A continent of Over a Billion
Opportunities.
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STYLE
MOVERS

What is style for you?

N G’ EN D O M UKI I

Independent Filmmaker

“Style is finding your pace, your movement and the
way things flow fluidly within your life.”
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Africa is now.

75

M I C HAEL S O I

Artist

“Style is accessorizing one’s life.”
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Rebranding Africa is like a fine artist and a canvas.
If you get only one single colour and one type of brush,
they only do what they can and that can be a lot or a little.
Considering instead a palette of colours and the ability
to mix them, you could end up with a true masterpiece.
It is a place of contrast that only an artist can bring out.
The people themselves lend a texture, character
and represent each colour, each hue and each inch
of that canvas.
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JUS T A BAN D

Musicians

“Style is what we create, how we talk,
how we move. It is an unavoidable
part of everything we do.”
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Stories are drawn from the continent’s soil.
That’s where the sense of style, be it musical,
sartorial or visual, comes from. In the future,
more of the African style will come
to the forefront of world culture, and signs
of this can already be seen in art, music
and fashion.
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BEAT RI C E WAN JI KU

Artist

“Style is a motif so distinctive that it dictates
a way of life, it is also an outward show
of affluence and influence.”
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M ARK KAI GWA

Digital and Media Entrepreneur

“Style is one’s expression of his or her sensibilities,
present or future surroundings and success.”
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The young population right now are just going
through an incredible renaissance; there are
more opportunities now to travel and to work
with each other, and the Internet has brought
immense change throughout the countries.
There is a growing desire to identify with Africa.
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WAN JI RA LO N GAUER

Television and Radio Presenter

“Style is an all-encompassing thing, a harmonious,
homogeneous concoction.”
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M UT HO N I
T HE
D RUM M ER Q UEEN

Musician

“Style is the personal expression
of the self through design.”
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For the new generation being creative
means freedom. It means being able
to choose the life you desire and working
everyday to produce that life.
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S KY D EC O R

Architecture and Furniture Designers

“Style is a form and a function that can
be universally appreciated.”
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Commerce, culture and creativity are emerging
from the continent in a beautiful mosaic of life,
dynamism and promise. You cannot but be changed
by this continent.
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O L I V E GAC HARA

Fashion Editor

“Style is where the heart lies.”

156

2 M AN Y S I BL I N GS

Fashion Bloggers

“Style is Attitude.”
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Africa is the cradle of humanity,
the past and the future of this world,
and style influencers want to be
in the front line when the future happens.
Its resilience and brilliance resonates
from within.
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THANK YOU
The future of the young generations and their success will be determined to a great extent not only by us but also by the companies
who share our vision and have decided to support our projects.
eBay Fashion Germany is a very important partner who made
our work possible, especially our initiative “African Designers
for Tomorrow”. Believing in us and in Africa’s countless creative
talents means to believe in the power of people.
Being a visionary company, eBay decided to encourage creativity
and to foster economic growth in Africa’s emerging markets.
This is certainly a matter of distinction.
This is a special thank you for making another of our projects,
such as this fabulous book, once again possible.
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NG´ENDO MUKII

MICHAEL SOI

M A R K K A I G WA

Ng’endo Mukii is an award-winning film director,
most well known for Yellow Fever, her documentary-animation exploring Western influences on
African women’s ideals of beauty. Her work focuses
on relationships, the separation between perception
and reality, and the use of moving images to represent unspoken truths. At the prestigious Design
Indaba conference (2015), she presented her talk,
Film Taxidermy and Re-Animation, proposing the
use of animation as a means of re-humanizing the
“indigenous” image. Ng’endo is a graduate of the
Rhode Island School of Design, and holds a Master
of Arts in Animation from the Royal College of Art,
London.

Michael Soi (born in Nairobi 1972) lives and works
in Nairobi, Kenya, where he is a leading light in
what is a burgeoning contemporary art scene. The
son of one of Kenya’s most distinguished contemporary painters, Soi has developed into a successful
painter and sculptor with a unique vision and
highly distinctive style. His three dimensional work
is playful and cryptic, usually created with brightly
painted plywood. Soi has exhibited widely and has
a huge following of collectors and enthusiasts both
locally and internationally.

Mark is a Kenyan-born and Africa-focused author,
speaker and entrepreneur passionate about a new
African narrative. Less lions, diamonds and war,
more innovation, investment and inspiration. He
runs Nendo – a strategy & storytelling consultancy
working with great companies across the globe to
unlock value in the age of the connected African
consumer. This sees him work in strategy, innovation, media and technology.
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JUST A BAND

Just a Band is a Kenyan house, funk, disco band
whose career was launched with their debut
album, Scratch to reveal, in 2008. Their music
has explored various musical directions such
as, but not limited to, jazz, hip-hop, disco and
electronica. The band is also notable for their DIY
(Do It Yourself) aesthetic. In addition to writing,
recording and engineering their music, the band
creates its own music videos, packaging and
promotional materials.
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WA N J I R A L O N G AU E R

Wanjira Longauer was born and raised in New
York. Naturally inclined towards entertainment
since she was a child, she undertook drama,
dance, and voice lessons from an early age. She
later obtained a degree in film, and to ice her
cake, she also gained a certification in radio and
television. A firm believer of Africa and the potential it holds, Wanjira bought a one-way ticket
and moved to Nairobi, Kenya, in early 2014.
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B E AT R I C E WA N J I K U

M U T H O N I T H E D RU M M E R Q U E E N

SKY DECOR

Beatrice Wanjiku was born in Nairobi in 1978; her
distinctive canvases and works on paper constantly
probe the human condition, delving into psychological issues and repeatedly questioning our
reality and the space we occupy. Always beginning
from a personal perspective and informed by her
environment, her work explores existentialism and
the shifting nature of human beings, repeatedly
interrogating our capacity for self-awareness and
our ability to transform, offering an insight into our
eternal quest to understand our realities.

Muthoni The Drummer Queen is a Kenyan singer,
rapper, drummer whose career launched with her
debut album, The Human Condition, released
in 2008. Her music explores traditional Kenyan
drumming (from the Luo community in Kenya)
reworked into versions of hip-hop on the one
hand, and on the other a delightful experimentation
around funk, blues, reggae and dancehall. She is
notable for her swift delivery and larger than life
performances. In addition to making music, MDQ
has created Blankets & Wine, East Africa’s leading
music festival operating in Kenya, Uganda and
Rwanda.

Samuel Omondi and Khan Key are best friends
since their early childhood in Nairobi. Inspired by
the free spirit of flight, Sky Decor specialises in the
integration of aircraft pieces into quality, unique
household and office furniture. Each piece is handcrafted using specialised metallic and woodworking techniques. Their furniture evokes a sense that
life is more than the mundane. It is about liberty
and self-expression.
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OLIVE GACHARA

2 MANY SIBLINGS

Olive Gachara is the Editor-in-Chief of Couture
Africa Magazine. It is her love for fashion and the
need to put the East African fashion industry on
the global map, combined with the avenue to provide great, informative and inspirational reading for
women across the board that gave birth to Couture
Africa Magazine. A Marketer and Image Consultant by training, and entrepreneur by birth, Olive
has been in the fashion, corporate and publishing
industries for 10 years. True to her credo, “Live
Life, Love Africa”, Olive focuses on the here and
now, making the most of every passing moment.
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Fashion designer: DM by Doreen Mashika

Location: DusitD2 Nairobi

Location: DusitD2 Nairobi
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Fashion designer: DM by Doreen Mashika

Fashion designer: Lorna Abwonji

Location: DusitD2 Nairobi

Location: Nairobi Town

L O C AT I O N S

Olive Gachara
2 Many Sibilings

Pawa254
The GoDown Arts Centre
The Bus
One Off Contemporary Art Gallery
The Foundry
The Juniper Kitchen
Tribe Hotel
The Kenyatta International
Convention Centre (KICC)
Seven Seafood & Grill
Nairobi Town
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Fashion designer: DM by Doreen Mashika

2manysiblings is a duo of brother and sister, Oliver
(Papa Petit) and Velma Rossa, style entrepreneurs
based in Nairobi, Kenya. The project started in
2013 and it was birthed out of the need to simply
document their love for clothes and how they
live in them in an everyday African environment.
In collaborative processes with talented African
photographers, they showcase their unique
photographic aesthetics. 2manysiblings offers a
unique mix of information on matters fashion, arts
and culture all with a view to add positively to the
thread of the contemporary African narrative.

Ng’endo Mukii
Michael Soi
Just A Band
Beatrice Wanjiku
Mark Kaigwa
Wanjira Lonaguer
Muthoni The Drummer Queen
Sky Decor

DESIGNERS

BIOGRAPHIES
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Fashion designer: Anyago Mpinga

Fashion designer: Anyago Mpinga

Location: PAWA254

Jewellery designer: Ivy Chege
Location: PAWA254
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Fashion designer: Anyago Mpinga

Fashion designer: Katungulu Mwendwa

Location: PAWA254

Jewellery designer: Ami Shah
Location: Nairobi Town

P. 4 8

Born in Kenya, Waridi Schrobsdorff Pabst has
built herself a thriving career in the international
fashion business. She has been working as a model
for over 24 years. She moved to Berlin in 1993 and
has been living there since. By developing and
running her own bag label she has experienced the
challenges of the creative side. As an ambassador
for many charity projects, such as UNICEF and
the Peter Ustinov Foundation, she is regarded as
a high profile and trusted voice for Africa. As an
expert in African fashion and product management
she founded FA254 in 2013. She considers her
challenge to be that of questioning how progress
can be made and to encourage a positive attitude of
believing in the possibility of change.

Daniele Tamagni is a freelance fashion and documentary photographer based in Milan and author
of Gentlemen of Bacongo. He received a prize
in the Arts and Entertainment Stories category
at the 2011 World Press Photo Contest and was
the 2010 receiver of the International Centre of
Photography Infinity Award in applied fashion
photography. Tamagni’s work has been exhibited
worldwide and has become part of private and
public institutions’ and museums’ permanent
collections, among them LACMA Los Angeles
and MoCP Chicago. Tamagni has continued to
explore streetstyle trends and the esthetic of transformation in different contexts. This is evident in
his latest book Fashion Tribes / Global Style Battles
published by Abrams / La Découverte. Tamagni
is an art historian who digs into marginal street
cultures and tries to link up with the dropouts, new
generations, who look for identity and respect. And
he finds them all over the world.

Stephan
Erfurt

Ingrid
Tamborin

Stephan Erfurt studied Communication Design
at the Universität GH Essen. From 1984 to 1989
he was an assistant to Evelyn Hofer and Hans
Namuth in New York. Between 1984 and 1999
he worked as a freelancer for the magazine of the
newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. In
2000 he founded C|O Berlin together with the designer Marc Naroska and the architect Ingo Pott.
Since January 2013 he has been the Chair of the
Board of Directors at the C|O Berlin Foundation.

Experienced in business development with social
impact, Ingrid Tamborin developed a specific
knowledge of the fashion industry and creative
sectors in emerging African markets. She has a
research and human rights background with an
Msc in Development Studies at SOAS University
(School of Oriental and African Studies, London). Freelance journalist on African fashion
and photography, today Ingrid collaborates with
different magazines such as Vogue Italia and Gioia.
In December 2015 she organised and curated the
World Press Photo Exhibition 15 in Nairobi.
Currently based between Milan and Nairobi as
Operations Africa for the Berlin based company
Fashion Africa 254.
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Fashion designer: Anyago Mpinga

Fashion designer: Anyago Mpinga

Jewellery designer: Ivy Chege

Jewellery designer: Ivy Chege

Location: PAWA254

Location: PAWA254
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Daniele
Tamagni

P. 6 0

Fashion designer: JIAMINI by Anthony Mulli

Fashion designer: JIAMINI by Anthony Mulli

Jewellery designer: Niku Singh

Jewellery designer: Niku Singh

Location: Sky Decor, Karen

Location: Sky Decor, Karen
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Waridi
Schrobsdorff Pabst

In 2014, FA254 launched “African Designers for Tomorrow”
(ADFT), an international fashion contest in collaboration with
Vogue Germany, ESMOD Berlin International University
of Art for Fashion, eBay Fashion Germany, Monoqi and
Urbanara. ADFT is a unique platform that gives emerging
African designers international exposure and access to the European market. This book was commissioned by FA245 in honour
of the work of the company and its endless promotion of emerging talents.
In its view, FA254 is dedicated to discovering and empowering
talents in emerging markets through innovative programmes
and new projects, which give the tools to the people to become
the change makers of their own life.
“Our goal is to change people’s minds.”
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Fashion Africa 254 (FA254) is an international social business
aiming to enhance the development of fashion industries in
Africa and strengthen local markets. FA254 invests in people through training by exchanging expertise and knowledge
between Europe and Africa. The first African fashion concept
of FA254 was hosted in the home of a German luxury store,
Lodenfrey. Exclusive brands were displayed and sold at
Munich’s finest fashion department store, representing luxury
products from the most established African fashion labels.

Comoros is the largest producer of ylangylang essential oil, which is an ingredient
used in the making of fragrance oils.

2. Angola – Luanda
Luanda is known as “The Paris of Africa”.
This title is apparently due to the city’s
sophisticated culture and atmosphere.
It is the Mind of Africa.
3. Benin – Porto-Novo

12. Democratic Republic of Congo
– Kinshasa

20. Gabon – Libreville
You wouldn’t think it, but Gabon is a
rapper’s delight.
Gabon is home to Africa’s largest international cycling race – La Tropicale Amissa Bongo.
21. Gambia – Banjul

There are about 40 hydroelectric plants on
the Congo River. Potentially, the Congo
River could supply electricity to all of sub-Saharan Africa.

It is the smallest country of the continent.
The Navel of Africa.

13. Republic of Congo – Brazzaville

Ghana has launched its own Space
Programme and hopes to become a centre
of excellence in terms of space exploration.

29. Madagascar – Antananarivo
Madagascar Island is home to around 170
palm species, many of which are used as
herbal remedies for a variety of afflictions
and different specialties.

38. Nigeria – Abuja

47. Sudan – Karthoum

Nollywood, the Hollywood of Africa, is the
biggest film industry in Africa and second
largest in the world.

There is a large number of old Egyptian
ruins and pyramids in Sudan, even more
than in Egypt. The country is known for its
precious archaeological sites.

39. Rwanda – Kigali
30. Malawi – Lilongwe
Malawi was the first country in Africa to
grow tea on a commercial scale and is now
in the top ten producers of tobacco.

22. Ghana – Accra

48. Swaziland – Lobamba
The land of a thousand hills. The
eco-friendly Kigali is one of the cleanest
cities in Africa.

49. Tanzania – Dar Es Salaam
40. São Tomé and Principe – São Tomé

31. Mali – Bamako
Ganvié – a lake village in Benin – is Africa’s unique floating village built on stilts,
“The Venice of Africa”.

This northern corner of Congo is known as
the world’s “Last Eden”.

4. Botswana – Gaborone

23. Guinea – Conakry

Where stylish women regally smoke pipes.

The richness and diversity of Mali’s artistic
heritage is evident throughout the country.
Bamako is truly African. It has in fact been
called “the most African of all African cities”.

The São Paolo Metropolitan Cathedral
is considered to be the fourth largest
neo-gothic cathedral in the world.
41. Senegal – Dakar

Mpingo trees – a.k.a. African blackwood
trees, commonly seen in Tanzania – are
the most expensive hardwood trees in
the world.
50. Togo – Lomé

14. Ivory Coast – Yamoussoukro
Botswana is the world’s third-biggest diamond producer, after Russia and Canada.
5. Burkina Faso – Ouagadougou

Ivory Coast is the world’s leading producer
of cocoa beans, supplying 33 percent of
the total.

Guinea is home to some of the world’s last
tropical dry forests.
24. Guinea-Bissau – Bissau

32. Mauritania – Nouakchott
The Eye of Africa. One of the world’s
richest fishing zones.

Senegal is a country that has positioned
itself at the forefront of the African educational reform movement.

The fourth biggest producer of phosphate
in the world.
51. Tunisia – Tunis

42. Seyschelles – Victoria
Victoria’s Secret has imported cotton from
Burkina since 2009 to improve the quality
of their products.
6. Burundi – Bujumbura
Lake Tanganyika in Burundi is an African
Great Lake, the world’s longest freshwater
lake.
7. The Republic of Cabo Verde – Praia
Cabo Verde is the third largest nesting site
for Loggerhead turtles.
8. Cameroon – Yaoundé
Cameroon has been called “Africa in
miniature”.
9. The Central African Republic – Bangui
The Central African Republic is the focal
point of the Bangui magnetic anomaly, one
of the largest magnetic anomalies on earth.

15. Djibouti – Djibouti
Known for the Gabay, epic poems which
often exceed 100 lines. It is a mark of artistic
achievement for a young poet to compose
and memorize one of these poems.

25. Kenya – Nairobi

26. Lesotho – Maseru
Cairo’s international Book Fair is one of the
largest in the world.
17. Equatorial Guinea – Malabo
Equatorial Guinea has a tradition of sculpture and mask making. It is the country
where the “Black Picasso” was born.
18. Eritrea – Asmara
Eritrean capital city Asmara is also called
the “Italy’s African City” or “New Rome”.
This is due to the distinctive Italian touch
it exudes.
19. Ethiopia – Addis Ababa
Ethiopia is considered the originator of
honey wine, or t’ej, which the rest of the
world knows as mead.
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33. Mauritius – Port Louis
The island is widely known as the only
home of the dodo.

Bird Island is home to the heaviest land
tortoise living in the wild.
43. Sierra Leone – Freetown

Nairobi is ranked the smartest city in Africa.
We call it “The New York of Africa”.

16. Egypt – Cairo

10. Chad – N’Djamena
Chad is known as “The Babel Tower of
the world”. Lake Chad is one of the most
beautiful natural wonders of the world.

The Museum of Artefacts is one of the top
places for scholarly travellers to visit.

The Lesotho textile industry is the largest
sub-Saharan African exporter of garments
to the United States. It is “The Mexico of
Africa”.

Kairouan is the fourth holiest city in the
Muslim world after Mecca, Medina and
Jerusalem.
Evidence of Stone Age settlements have
been found in Kebili.

34. Morocco – Rabat
The most acclaimed “Hollywood’s go-to
desert location”. Is there a difference
between the sky and the earth?

Sierra Leone, is known as “The little jewel”.
It has one of the world largest deposit of
rutile.

52. Uganda – Kampala
The Pearl of Africa and “The Amsterdam of
Africa” – they love riding bicycles.

44. Somalia – Mogadishu
53. Zambia – Lusaka

35. Mozambique – Maputo
Often referred to as “the place where Noah
parked his Ark”.

27. Liberia – Monrovia

The horn of Africa. Known for its poetry
and poets.
The highest amount of myrrh and frankincense are produced in Somalia.

Zambia boasts the first black African to play
in the United States Golf Open, one of the
four major golf tournaments in the world.

36. Namibia – Windhoek
Liberia has the highest ratio of foreign direct
investment to GDP in the world.

Home of the Herero women – the Victorian
women of Africa.

28. Libya – Tripoli
37. Niger – Niamey
Libya has undertaken one of the world’s
biggest ever water projects, called “Great
Man-Made River Project”. It is designed to
carry vast quantities of sub-Saharan water
to the coastal regions for irrigation, industry
and drinking.

Niger boasts some beautiful historic
mosques, such as the Great Mosque in
Agadez. This building is one example
of the amazing mud architectures
of the Sahel.

45. South Africa – Pretoria

54. Zimbabwe – Harare

The longest wine route in the world, stretching from Cape Town, Constantia, to
Port Elizabeth.
Rovos Rail is considered the most luxurious
train in the world.

Zimbabwe has one of the highest literacy
rates in Africa. 90 percent of the population
is literate.

46. South Sudan – Juba
Nimule, the small but breathtaking National
Park, is known as the home of the white
rhino.
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Women in Algeria have a bigger household
income contribution than men.

11. Comoros – Moroni

DID YOU KNOW?

1. Algeria – Algiers
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